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Appendix C - Online Survey Responses – Qualitative Responses 
 
The following are open-ended question (qualitative) responses received in the online survey. Submissions 
are unedited. No adjustments have been made to content received (ie. grammar, spelling, repetition, etc).  
 
Other areas to receive future growth:  

- Island highway frontage between fire department and Shoreline needs retail density with 
potential apartments or townhouse dwellings above. 

- Atkins East 
- We have a huge park in View Royal off pheasant lane. We should explore density around the park 

as that is also very close to another public amenity, the elementary school and the 14 transit 
corridor.  

- Trains (not buses on the railroad, actual trains) 
- Single family should be up zoned to at a minimum make duplexes possible  
- Six Mile, Old Island Highway more broadly 
- Six Mile Road area, near Atkins up towards Thetis Lake, there is development happening but no 

services 
- the old island hwy from the 4 mile restaurant to prince robert drive and beyond (both sides 

where applicable) 
- The section of property from Helmken to Prince Robert Dr. Leave Fort Victoria alone! 
- Allow for people to live in apartment and condo buildings, townhouses with suites and multi-

plexes near but it directly on these corridors. City planning more and more looks like class 
warfare with those who own or can afford detached homes saying, I guess we can tolerate 
renters and condo-buyers living on noisy, busy streets but nowhere else. 

- All waterfront areas should have more density 
- Island hwy between Helmcken and six mile hill 
- Christy Point and shoreline 
- I do not support further growth until the community determines how it can sustain what it 

presently has 
- Not Harbour District! 
- Lake side village shopping center 
- Growth along the E&N to connect active transportation  
- Lakeside village 
- Around the Hospital 
- All areas for missing middle housing 
- Commercial area behind Six Mile pub should be developed into a bigger modern shopping 

complex. That area is totally wasted as of now. 
- Fort Victoria  
- Atkins Neighbourhood Centre Schedule C, page 21  2011 OCP.  Why is this being ignored?  This 

threatens planning credibility and full disclosure. 
- Waterfront lots can have increased density 
- North of VGH and Watkiss 

 
Any other comments (about growth):  

- Traffic is bad enough already on Island Hwy and Admiral's Road 
- leave the super high density to Langford  
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- Must consider impact to traffic patterns ... Helmcken and Burnside, Helmcken and Watkiss are 
already crazy busy. No highway access Burnside and Watkiss ... how are people going to get in 
and out???? The roundabout at the Hospital is already very busy. 

- Yes agree to mixed use development but cap the height to no more than 3 stories to transition 
to residential  

- Green space 
- Infrastructure needs to be addressed before any new building should be contemplated.  I have 

lived in the area for 25 years and have ridden the bus most of this time,  what was once a 20 
minute ride now often takes an hour.  This is due to new housing.  Along with that we do not 
have any bus service on weekends or holidays. 

- Six Mile already too dense  
- Not sure if all your questions on future growth...as are interstructure does not future housing.  

The thought of more centre shopping, coffeeshops is a wonderful idea.  With all our trails it 
would be nice to walk, bike to areas that have a  central community area to be enjoyed by 
everyone.  

- Growth in the Harbour-Helmcken Corridor (along Island Hwy between Helmcken and Harbour 
neighbourhoods) needs to be done strategically and with thought. The area of focus should not 
just be utilizing the RV Park...some of that could be kept for park use. But focus on 
redeveloping the stretch between Helmcken and Prince Robert Drive (move the Thrift Store 
and redevelop the run-down motels/apartments).). 

- We live in the harbour area of town and we would definitely love to have more options to 
walk/bike to on the weekend and in evenings. A little village area that has a coffee 
shop/bakery/small grocery would be great (like Estevan village). What is EXTREMELY 
IMPORTANT to us is that it is safe to walk there and that access is off main roads and paths and 
traffic is not redirected through our quiet community roads. 

- Development in the Harbour-Helmcken Corridor seems impractical as the Island Highway is at 
capacity in that area. 

- Just need top do our part in allowing higher density to enable more affordable housing. Lots 
going on in the neighboring municipalities. 

- Lots bounded by Bessborough, Helmcken, Old Is HWY require reduced density. 
- Traffic at Admirals and Craigflower is currently problematic.  The increased density at Christie 

Point will worsen this.  Similarly, current and recent apartment buildings on Craigflower 
between Admirals and Helmcken will add to current congestion during commutes.  
Development in these areas will be more than maxed out for current traffic corridors. 

- I believe mixed use creates traffic issues as residents,  employees and customers are now into 
the same area. Opposed to a residential or commercial only area. 

- No more removal of forest for housing 
- STRONGLY prioritize  infill development over raw land and tree removal 
- Higher density is necessary unless there is a hard limit on total population  
- Upgrade the transportation routes before developing any new areas. There are already too 

many traffic tie ups in all of the above areas. 
- The area noted above is an embarrassment to our community  
- Maps should be included with each question to clearly define areas 
- Lets create precincts or districts where apartments, condos and multiplexes, shops and parks 

can coexist not directly along busy, noisy corridors but also along quieter streets - similar to 
many pleasant older cities and towns.  
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- Helmcken Road is obviously growing but businesses seem to close as soon as they open.  It isn't 
an easy area to access.  Expansion of existing condos with safe parking to the corner makes 
sense.  

- Caution is to be taken in choosing for development areas and their traffic impact. There is far 
too much traffic flowing through VR for its single lane roads. 

- View Royal really should have been part of Esquimalt and Saanich.  It serves the area in no 
other way than being a quaint bedroom community and a constriction on the routes into 
Victoria 

- The basic premise in this survey is that densification is a positive thing.  It has to be directed in 
areas that need redevelopment.  Large lots especially in the harbour district serve many 
aesthetic and ecological functions as these areas typically contain large trees near riparian 
areas used by birds and other wildlife. a 

- Expansion in housing at Thetis lake area 
- It is not necessary to add density to the general residential areas of View Royal that are outside 

of these four corridors. The corridors have ample room for all the growth that is needed. Focus 
on growing in the corridors that are ready for revitalization. 

- View Royal is a bedroom community and should remain such 
- I strongly disagree with the NUMBER of apartment buildings being planned for Erskine Lane.  

Along a very short narrow street 4 apartment DEVELOPMENTS (not buildings) are being built.  
This eliminates the green space area that was pointed out as a top priority in the past plan.  
The schools nearby are already crowded and there are no plans to accommodate future 
tenants’ children.  Traffic along an evacuation route will be terrible with such an increase in 
density in such a compact area (especially when added to the future traffic from the Handy 
Dart centre.  Traffic was identified as a priority in the previous plan as well.  As for 
environmental concerns (another top priority), besides the removal of the trees and their 
replacement by paving, future flooding at the 14 Erskine Lane complex is almost guaranteed. 

- Would be helpful to have a map to reference for this section. 
- Traffic at Admirals Walk is already very bad as well as Watkiss area. Any future development 

would only make things worse. 
- Preserving green space and trees is vital to our community. Further development must be 

supported by adequate infrastructure to accommodate sufficient vehicle parking and increased 
traffic volumes. 

- Strata title detached ADUs 
- I disagree with the Harbour-Helmcken Corridor because "future" growth show in this survey 

means that the Harbour Neighbourhood has residential areas changed from residential to a 
much higher density. The streets of Harbour Neighbourhood will be used by the residents of 
the higher developments to access the one traffic light out of the neighbourhood. 

- Minimal growth, don't destroy a beautiful livable community 
- some streets are already congested in single home neighbourhoods, would like expansion to 

proceed in undeveloped areas 
- I do not want to see growth in existing neighborhood areas 
- growth should include the possible sub-divisions of properties to allow for more housing to be 

built 
- Fort Victoria has NOT moved since the last 4 OCPs.  It will not move.  Time to move on!  Which 

of these nodes doesn't add to gridlock... gas/electric vehicles.  Without knowing active 
transportation realities, this is hypothetical. 
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- Already projected too much growth along Watkiss Way. Traffic is a huge concern! Need more 
sidewalks for sure. 

- There is too much traffic now along the Old Island Highway from Helmcken to Sooke Road to 
handle any more growth in this area 

- There is already too much vehicle congestion to add more mixed use on Northern Gateway. 
Natural areas should be preserved on Watkiss Way. 

- I'm in favor of future growth, but only low rise, 3 or 4 storeys 
- any apartments on major corridors should not increase traffic into single family residential 

areas nor should apartments stretch into single family areas 
- There has to be some reality in how these mixed used centres will work when we have traffic 

gridlock on our major roads.  For example; you could put mixed used business/housing either 
in Fort Victoria or on Liu's properties, but who is going to make right and left hand turns into 
these business' when the road is so congested.  And it starts to back up around 3 pm! 

- Growth in the Harbour area should be completely dedicated to the island highway frontage.  
Developments should access via the highway and not spill over into quiet side streets.   

- Future growth along the highways and main roads, keeping VR uniquely as is 
- traffic and density concerns must be of first consideration  

 
Do you have other comments to share about future transitions in residential neighborhoods designated 
to receive growth? 

- Take good care when increasing storm water and sewage flow from any increased residential 
or commercial development. The November rains showed that these systems are already at 
their limits.   

- Consider rail and ferry options for transport.  Roads maxed now. 
- View Royal should explore developing a clear and distinguishable community identity.  This 

should be reflected in building design, road layouts, community design etc.  We need to be 
known for something and that "something" attracts developers both commercial and 
residential and makes it a place where people want to live and work and play 

- leave the super high density to Langford 
- traffic considerations; on and off access to highway; community feel = certainly don’t like the 

way downtown Langford is looking with all the multi-level buildings being built ... awful! 
- Please give up on the RV Park plan for the Center of View Royal.  Time to move on 
- I do not believe these questions have any value.  We were asked about the half way house and 

strongly voted no and we were asked about the transit parking lot at the bottom of the hill and 
we voted no, so what is the point of asking our opinion!  We do not have the infrastructure to 
warrant more buildings!  Between the cars, the bikers, the bicycles, the buses, the walkers 
there hardly seems space to keep the greenery around Thetis Lake Park and that is a gem that 
cannot be replaced! 

- Concerned about density and traffic 
- Street scape lots of landscaping lighting  
- A push towards increased density around the main corridors is needed.  
- I think the it would be optimal to re-zone areas so that View Royal and property owners have 

the possibility to sub-divide lots in order to build more houses in the areas. For example, re-
zoning an area from R1-B to R1-C 

- PLEASE PLEASE lower the speed limit on Island Hwy from Admirals to the end of Island Hwy to 
40 as there are so many speeders at the Helmken traffic light.     PLEASE LOWER THE SPEED TO 
40km                speeding 
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- mixed-use is the way to go. there are far too few mixed-use areas in View Royal and too much 
ease in building single-family homes that most people can't afford. 

- Their needs to be more focus on the problem of the congestion of traffic already.  Building in 
these areas is only going to make it worse.  We live on an Island, there are not enough roads to 
prevent this as it is.  Building in already congested areas will make the problem much worse 
causing more issues that we have now.  

- It is important to maintain the integrity of View Royal as a quiet town. There needs to be a 
good balance between offering more housing and amenities, while maintaining the small town 
feel. This is why we moved from Victoria to View Royal.  

- Parks! Walking and bike paths! Big trees saved!! Not heavy on car parks topside.  
- I have major concerns regarding inadequate street parking and the lack of enforcement over 

existing parking restrictions.  For example the lack of enforcing the 2chour parking limit in front 
of 278 Island Highway. 

- We are fully supportive of growth along major roadways but want traffic issues addressed and 
to ensure that traffic and parking does not increase in our neighbourhood.  

- Don’t stuff huge complexes into small areas of already treed land 
- More thought needs to be given to the quality of life for the residents e.g. adequate 

soundproofing in new apartment blocks, adequate buffers/barrier for housing near busy 
corridors 

- All communities in greater victoria except for view royal have allowed Garden suites. They 
allow more housing to be produced, for houses that aren't able to incorporate suites in them 
due to size or people not wanting a suite in their house for personal reasons. Allowing Garden 
suites would increase the amount of homeowners wanting suites on their property, thus 
increasing housing supply and affordability.   

- Have to eliminate so many driveway access points to major thoroughfares. Funnell traffic using 
secondary streets to major cross streets. There's probably 50-60 driveways entering onto the 
Old island Hwy from 4 mile hill to 6 mile. Dangerous for both pedestrians and commuters. 
Access points should be from behind where it can be done. 

- Height restrictions are very important.  Less height! Four stories maximum  
- Crucial to have mixture to include affordable housing options within the mix  
- Keep the rural feeling and not develop like Langford and Colwood are currently doing. 
- These transitions are unrealistic / inappropriate adjacent to single family homes. 
- I just want our community to feel safe and welcoming to all people.  
- Elimination of areas currently being used by transients that result in significant graffitti in 

certain areas like West Burnside/old Island Highway intersections. 
- Do we really need growth? 
- more affordable housing and cooperatives. Density in that space just makes long term sense. 
- Feedback from tax paying residents of View Royal is crucial to making any changes relatively 

smooth.  Many of us have lived and participated in the community, helping to make it an 
attractive and liveable town in spite of considerable pressure on land use as our population 
increases. 

- Prioritizing access to services is critical, so, Eagle Creek is the best neighborhood  
- I support density and townhome and apartment housing in the community. I dont think higher 

density housing should be restricted to major roads. There is no reason only single family 
homes should be on local roads 

- Stay away form residential areas and concentrate this plan on commercial areas 
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- Greater density (even more than suites or duplexes) should be explored in traditional single 
family neighbourhood. Townhouse and apartments are also appropriate. Remove single family 
zoning.  

- be aware of noise and try to use baffles and noise abatement measures.  
- Ensure sufficient alternative form of transportation to reduce the reliance on vehicles.   Our 

neighborhood has seen a drastic increase in street parking due to increased density.  This often 
causes narrowed streets and limits vision on corners.  

- More 3 bedroom spaces. It will allow a better family dynamic for our community.  
- We need to protect existing residential areas from creeping commercial or industrial 

complexes moving in. The handydart location is a big example of what to avoid at all costs. I 
don't think enough was done to stop that. 

- should consider the road network, possibly widening existing local roads to serve as communal 
or arterial roads. 

- No more removal of forested areas 
- For mixed use development, focus on attracting quality businesses. as opposed  to more fast 

food outlets. Make smaller storefronts available (and affordable) for small business. For 
example, hair salon, per grooming, tailor etc. 

- More green space and better street lighting and road safety 
- Be careful with growth and development. Our community is fine as it is.  
- traffic and parking issues on narrow roads with open ditches, no sidewalks 
- I think municipalities can only effect affordability through zoning and efficiencies in red tape.  

View Royal should try and remain a suburb and family oriented community.  Mixed density 
with height restrictions and keeping residential neighborhoods. Don't want  to see a loss of 
reasonable sized lots.  Amenities and green space are important as well.  

- Avoid already congested traffic areas like Christy Point. Focus on in-filling and avoid massive 
land clearing. Better up than out but with limits.  

- Garden suites should be allowed.  They are already allowed in other municipalities  
- Gradual densification is preferable. Keep our natural features(shorelines, forests, rocky 

outcrops/hills) as undisturbed as possible. 
- homes with large lots should be able to subdivide their property into smaller lot/s  for 

affordable housing. 
- Building the infrastructure such as middle/high school, roads and traffic improvement to 

support the growing population, while preserving our natural habits such as the creeks, trees 
and such.  

- We need more dense housing, rentals and services. Housing is a right not a privilege. We have 
the space to build in our community and we need to get the work done that means higher 
buildings, that will allow more green space surrounding.. build up,  not out.  

- Traffic issues need to be addressed, not adding more cycling options.  The Helmcken /Watkiss 
way intersection needs to be addressed.  This area is a nightmare and completely unnecessary, 
it is 100% bad planning.  We are a through town and the issues need to be addressed before 
adding more density.  Again, bike lanes are not the answer for families with small children. 

- '- Hate the idea of a 6 story apartment planned for lot beside 4 mile pub and Portage park.  In 
our mind this development will ruin the current tranquil setting of the park/playground area 
which is currently a highly regarded location for young families.  

- Important to have adequate green space and parks to support the addition density of people 
- I disagree with the built form immediately transitioning down from the corridors. Apartment 

buildings should at least be allowed in the entire block between the corridor and the nearest 
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parallel local street to allow for diverse locations. Families, seniors, and many others may 
prefer to live on a local street. Lets focus on precincts or districts and not just relegating 
renters or condo owners or linear strip along busy streets. 

- The end of my street is transitioning.  I hope that the transition doesn't get as far as my 
residential area where I hope to improve and expand my home for the future.  The area 
surrounding me is desirable parkland and historically too wet to develop into mass housing. .   

- More Infill on large lots  
- I would support an increase in building height in limited pockets if this actually did lead to an 

increase in affordable housing. However, none of the rental properties developed so far in 
View Royal seem particularly affordable. Even better than apartment towers would be 
traditional housing co-op townhouse clusters, such as sprang up on Glentana in the 70s and 
80s-- that is, not CRD-subsidized units aimed solely at low-income applicants, but affordable 
housing for a mixed demographic. 

- Don’t scare away all the nature, the wildlife is the best part of living here 
- Garden suites are a must. Setbacks should not be restrictive and lot size. 
- no 
- Improve  traffic flow at Helmcken to Wilkinson,   
- I think it would be prudent to conserve what is here at present before View Royal becomes an 

extension of Langford 
- Large lots in residential areas serve a very important function both aesthetically and 

ecologically in terms of preserving large trees.  Densification will remove more of the urban 
tree cover in existing residential areas.  The town centre concept is very likely not reasonable in 
View Royal and putting it at the Fort Victoria trailer park will only increase traffic congestion.  

- I would like to see existing detached garages to qualify as Garden Suites in owner occupied 
housing to enable my aging in place.  

- Thank you for listening. 
- Enable garden suites as an early step to increase options and affordability. 
- Basic amenities in neighborhood. 
- MORE RECREATION FACILITIES!!!!!!! 
- Make sure traffic is controlled/calmed in these areas (specifically along Island Highway near 

Helmcken 
- I am really disappointed that View Royal, like Colwood and Langford are all over increasing 

density so tax base increase.  I have not heard anything that suggests you are taking into 
consideration the flow of traffic on an already outdated traffic flow design. 

- The Harbour neighbourhood is NOT designated to "receive growth" nor is it wanted by 
residents. The drawings in this survey show that the density to "transition" is just going to 
move density outside the corridor defined in the OCP. The drawings also fail to show the 
topography and that renders them useless. The questions in your survey are heavily biased to 
gain the answers you are looking for. 

- Lakeside Village is a good example of a failed initiative - I patronize no businesses there 
- Gentle density, integrating multi-family (4) units, town or row houses, into existing single family 

neighborhoods 
- I believe that the quality of life should be one of the main requirements for planning expansion 

in View Royal.  I would hate to think that View Royal would end up looking like Langford with 
wall to wall condos and apartment buildings reaching for the sky - it's just plain ugly IMHO.    

- I would love a walkable, village-feel downtown area with bank, restaurants, bakery, butcher 
shop, et.park benches,  
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- put a bathroom in at helmeken centennial park playground!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
- No not support Affordable housing. Never ending support is given.  
- Missing middle housing: maybe 4 units can be in a traditional sfdâ€¦ 
- Review areas around Island highway which have very old constructions/shops. These need 

upgrade as people driving along highway would need more amenities  
- This section opens with an incorrect statement.  The 2011 OCP does not identify the Helmcken 

corridor and the adjacent (Harbour)neighbourhood as an area to receive  growth. The half 
block south of the Island Hwy is designated high density but the half north of Bessborough is 
residential.  In your setback option illustration, the "Quiet Street" shown would not be quiet.  
In the block bordered by Island Hwy, Helmcken Rd. and Bessborough Ave., developers would 
use Bessborough Ave. as access to the Island Hwy., via the Helmcken traffic light.  This set of 
questions focuses on "promoting" densification. It asks what one likes about densification and 
about how it can be made successful.   

- I believe planners need to be careful not to overload an area with high density. The hospital 
area very shortly will have a lot more units and that brings with it more traffic and other social 
challenges. 

- setbacks extremely important if housing put on busy corridors. I've looked at an apartment on 
Island Hwy and would not buy there because of traffic noise Townhouses with multiple stories 
are not appealing as we age, To sell my house and move to a townhouse. I'd be looking for a 
townhouse with a ground floor bedroom and a small patio.  

- The Island Hwy is already a congested route.  Adding significantly to the population of View 
Royal would undoubtedly bring about increased traffic and parking issues.  I have little faith in 
promises regarding parking, made by developers.  Local roads will find drivers seeking â€˜quick 
get-arounds, which, on streets without sidewalks(Harbour area)and a sizeable population of  
dog walkers, strolling families, elders, and school children, creating a safety hazard.  Already, 
cars whip around, travelling in excess of the speed limit, which is exacerbated by hills, blind 
corners, and tempting curved roads.  Residents near Eagles Nest have been negatively affected 
by traffic issues and it is likely that additional developments would also create conflict.  Yes, 
View Royal will look to provide increased housing opportunities, and this will involve 
densification.  This should be done with respect to residents who have been longtime 
community members, treasuring our gem of a town, and to young families who chose to live 
here and bring their children up in this unique place. 

- Transition is the thin edge of the wedge to ruin existing single family neighborhoods 
- Keeping as much green space as possible. The development in Langford by Costco is an 

example of what not to do. Chop down all the trees and build big concrete structures. With 
climate change we need to consider floods and heat domes, all of which are exacerbated by 
taking away natural green space.   

- Growth in density should be directly related to growth in parks and green space, it is a simple 
maxim, understood and requested since Le Courbusier, and always overlooked by developers 
with cost excuses, your most important role in development is not just setting goals and rules, 
but following them and enforcing them. Downtown Victoria looks almost nothing like their OCP 
vision because successive councils have put developers requests ahead of the OCP vision, so 
for this planning to have meaning, you must show strong (Peter Pollen quality) leadership. 

- We chose to live here because we like the quiet, large lot designation.  I am not happy with the 
idea of infilling or adding larger buildings.  View Royal does not need to grow like Langford and 
Colwood are doing.   

- no 
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- i think all areas should include the possibility of re-zoning, in such that a property can be sub-
divided and more housing can be built on existing land. 

- So far this survey is one-sided and slanted to promote growth, density and 'affordability'.  
There are so many elephants being ignored or alerting users to seriously consider the 
implications.  All this hastens 15,000 and 100% of policing costs, and fire dept.  $$$$   Tell us 
the population increase projections if every node, corridor in View Royal is filled up.  Tell us 
what building heights beyond 6 storey and where.   This OCP is not likely a mere "vision"... the 
province will cast it in stone as a "must do".  Tell ALL sides, pros /cons upfront.  Don't wait for 
the question to be asked..   

- Ensure developers plan for green space in developments. Setback are important. 
- Old island highway needs redesign. Get traffic flowing not slowing it down more capacity  make 

4 lanes not 4 lanes into 2  Have turning light at helmcken to harbour area  lights are too short 
to clear helmcken or view royal ave.  Expand the width of the stupid rail overpass to 
accommodate  traffic bad traffic flow on helmcken  

- No 24 story apartment units!! Too much density. Townhouses preferred. Don't ruin View Royal 
with massive buildings. Please!! 

- Taking out trees to create more growth causes more noise to residential neighborhoods that 
are close to the Highway. Consideration of traffic in these designated areas needs to be taken 
into account as far as the impact of whether vehicles start using quieter residential 
neighborhood roads to access the highway quicker. 

- Consider Fourpleexs  
- There is a strong need for restaurants so mixed use is important.  
- In favor of low rise (max. 4 storey) buildings only 
- Strongly in favour of growth and density for View Royal to continue to support demographics 

such as students and seniors. We need affordable options. Love mixed-use projects (I live by 
Eagle Creek). 

- multifamily building / apartments should NOT encroach into single residential neighbourhoods 
and it is essential that traffic from higher density development NOT impact adjacent single 
family residential neighbourhoods 

- Adequate parks and green space need to be added to offset densification.  
- I really  think parking for residents is very important. View Royal allowing parking variances in 

stratas is negatively impacting families who have several adults with cars. You must include 
parking lots of parking.  By lots of parking I mean 2 or 3 spots per unit.   If you want an example 
look at Erskine lane. Disaster re parking since they were built. I anticipate the future 
developments on Erskine to be just as problematic unless VR changes it's attitude.  

- Don't sacrifice current quality of life for densification and increased traffic/parking issues! 
- I would like to see the Harbour with the large lots be able to have growth as well - either 

carriage homes or duplexes and increased square footage allowed for secondary suites. 
- I live in the harbour area and feel that staff and some of council are dead set about developing 

all they can.  They is not enough focus on traffic and community.  All large developments 
(including a easing in/out and all traffic) should be focused on the island corridor, and not spill 
into existing quiet side streets.   

- Unless the traffic along Island Hwy can be reduced, I'm not in favour of adding to the problem, 
e.g. access onto Island Hwy for those already living there. 

- If multi story buildings continue to be approved then strong consideration needs to be placed 
on design. 

- Don’t create so much density you create traffic issues.  
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Do you have other comments to share about future transitions in mixed use community corridors 
designated to receive growth? 

- Make sure that there is adequate storm water and sewage flow. Current piping is at its 
maximum (November 2021 rains).  

- prefer low density as it is now 
- leave the super high density to Langford 
- same as previous comments 
- Transition must include true traffic consideration.  Helmcken north of the Hwy is bumper to 

bumper most of the day 
- Green space 
- We are not only looking at our area but the influx of traffic coming from Saanichton, Sidney, 

etc that use these back roads as short cuts. 
- It would be nice to remain a green, suburban area without all the buildup 
- Traffic and density always the biggest concern 
- Height restrictions to 4 stories  
- Greatly increasing building density along these areas is a necessary trade off to allow for 

single family houses and smaller density buildings in the less busy corridors. This will 
maintain a good balance of increasing housing supply while also keeping a good amount of 
lower density type housing available.  

- Ensuring enough parking, enough room for cars to pass safely, clear wide sidewalks, bike 
lanes, etc. 

- LOWER THE SPEED LIMIT TO 40 KM 
- More focus on appropriate infrastructure not making money & getting more taxes.  The 

congestion in these areas is out of control already.  If/when there is an earthquake/tsunami 
this would create a devastating effect on residents getting to higher safer areas!   

- reduce the destruction of natural areas while building. 
- Adequate parking should be a mandatory requirement for any development together with 

required green space provisions 
- Leave space for urban forest 
- I would prefer a mix of designs in any one development so as to avoid the "toy town" fake 

community vibe of places like Uptown 
- growth should be aimed at both commercial and residential as to provide jobs and amenities 

as well as housing. 
- The question is sparse on specifics 
- These are biased, unhelpful designations which could impact single family homes. 
- Casino side of Island Highway should remain commercial. Eagle Creek good for continued 

commercial/residential combination. Residential housing at the east end of Atkins beside 
Galloping Goose. No further residential housing beside Thetis Lake Park.  

- Much smaller growth plan please. 
- Go slowly, consult with taxpayers, pay attention to traffic issues which are increasingly 

problematic for ease of transit and noise. 
- My answers might seem contradictory but its because I am not in favour of light industry.  I 

think office and retail would be great but I find its hard to make a neighbourhood appealing 
with industrial sites as a neighbour. 

- Support local business 
- Don’t become a second Langford !!!!! 
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- The Island Hwy zone should be anchored by a BC Government co-working space (like the 
one in Langford). Ideally, this could be the first floor of a mixed-use residential building.  

- Development along busy corridors will require improved traffic management 
- important to have very good transit options so that parking requirements can be relaxed 
- architecturally interesting no more boxes with single sloped roof lines  
- Would like to keep these areas for more services and amenities and not a lot of light 

industrial sites unless they are strategically placed away from residential and are connected 
to major roads.  Already have lots of this in colwood and esquimalt so don't need to grow 
this quickly other than for tax purposes 

- The Eagle Creek center is the ideal mix. Underground parking is a must.  
- Transportation/road design/ traffic flow must be prioritized before increasing growth. There 

is already too much congestion at times in these areas. Keep the feel of a village rather than 
a transportation corridor.   

- Difficult to fully understand the development plans/ideas from this survey.  
- Fix the traffic problem first.  All of this building in all communities has got to stop until the 

traffic issues are addressed. 
- I dont understand why the residences are shown clustered along the busy highway and 

lower-scale buildings near the waterway, even with parking a club onto the waterway. The 
waterway should be a linnear green feature that is a centre point of a livable 
neighbourhood, with a pathway, parks and residences focussed towards the waterway and 
employment focussed along the busy street corridor. 

- I don't know if I am repeating myself but the plan looks too ambitious along helmcken and 
admirals but other areas fine.  Helmcken and admirals will be too congested looking and 
uninviting.  

- Pedestrian and alternative transportation  
- Better safer bike lanes could make the goose a safer walking space with less angry bikers 
- Need access to the TCH highway corridor from Island Hwy. Right turn access pass Knollwood 

Road.  
- I think a moratorium on growth would be appropriate. 
- Even the densification of existing corridors has to be very carefully planned.  Well it may be 

intuitive that densification along a busy corridor is logical ,  increasing building height will 
impact the privacy and enjoyment of adjacent properties especially in sloping gradients.   
Four and five story developments affect viewscapes in adjacent neighbourhoods.   The Town 
should require that 3d modelling be developed for multilevel development proposals so 
individuals can understand how there views and privacy may be affected.        

- Kudos to all involved in designing and executing the this OCP process.  Plan for the future 
and prepare for compromise.  

- Might council consider secondary suites on smaller square footage lots (e..g, garage 
conversions, tiny homes). 

- Sustainability 
- Please take traffic into consideration!! 
- You can do better. 
- I am very concerned that what you are showing is a massive overreach from the current 

OCP. The areas that are identified in  
- Much of View Royal is situated in environmentally sensitive areas/unique ecosystems, the 

benefits of developing additional businesses should be carefully weighed against the 
environmental and neighbourhood impacts 
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- Jobs jobs job no affordable housing options 
- Missing middle housing is needed 
- I like  density that has public transportation nearby but think it should be in clusters rather 

than what seems to be happening along Island hwy with lines of dense house lining the 
street. I know the idea is to get as many houses as possible on a plot of land but aesthetics 
matter too. The improvement of Helmcken Rd over the last 20 years is remarkable Setbacks 
to soften the appearance . Centre courts of greenery in a cluster of townhouses etc 

- Plan to place growth in areas that are not presently residential, if five-storey buildings are a 
part of the plan.  Keep neighbourhoods intact.  Respect residents.  Prepare surveys which 
follow fair opportunities for both views.  Don’t create cynicism in voters.   

- Looks like you want carte blanche to ruin View Royal 
- See previous comment for all vision and implementation questions. Planning has no meaning 

without rules that get followed. 
- I think that all the designs you show have way more growth than the town needs. 
- no 
- Again, failure to mention Atkins centre as per 2011 OCP. Artist rendering for Island Highway 

and Admirals is not reality.  Besides Portage Park, trees are gone. First Nations plans?   View 
Royal is on rock, divided by major regional roads already congested almost to E and F.  What 
businesses can afford to build if customers are constantly challenged.  This is NOT like all the 
corridors in Esq, Oak Bay, Langford, Cook street, Sidney main street, the malls.  A severe 
reality check is required if the region does not put dedicated, frequent, rapid transit lanes on 
TCH to Leigh Interchange in Langford.  E&N has Supreme Court, Sea Level Rise and massive 
costs  to contend with.  

- Amalgamate all the municipalities it reduculous 
- Homes, townhouses, condos and some apartment rentals, but I don't like the mix of 

industrial in the mix. We have access to all those services close by. An example is having the 
new Handi dart facility in the middle of residential on Watkiss. Not well received, and I 
appreciate the government overruled View Royal's decision on using that property for that. 
Such a shame. 

- The congestion at Island Hwy/Admirals intersection would need to be addressed before 
adding more density to the area 

- View Royal could increase affordability by reduced paperwork/wait times/bureaucracy 
- Oddball opinion - I would actually prefer community density being built slightly away from 

busy corridors so fewer people are living with the pollution from traffic. 
- Way to dense.  Total overkill.  View Royal in not Langford.  the survey questionnaire should 

include what residents don't like about the proposed design.  This would destroy the existing 
single family neighbourhoods. 

- Adequate green space and parks need to be added to offset densification and development.  
- I don't believe the artist renderings are reality.  I have yet to see our developments look like 

the conceptual drawings. Where do First Nations come into the picture? We also have Old 
Island Highway and the TCH which run right through our town - this is just a reality that is 
not been talked about. As much as we would like to think we are a town, we really are a 
pass-through community for colwood/langford residents.  

- Focus development on the main corridors!  There is so much potential development along 
these main routes.  Please leave the quiet side streets alone. 

- Traffic, traffic, traffic! 
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What are your current barriers to more sustainable forms of transportation? 
- Array 
- Many seniors in our area - cycling and transit are not the best options  
- Covid has made me feel unsafe on buses 
- aging = physical ability to access, nearby access, scheduling, safe sidewalks on narrow streets 

with open ditches 
- None really.  But if i wanted to take transit the service is poor.  Until region adopts a form of 

rapid transit a large scale move away from vehicles will not occur.  For bikes we need much 
better secure lock ups at rec centers and business hubs 

- none. I'm retired 
- Lack of LRT or rail transport  
- Poor transit options 
- No sidewalk along my street or public path to access the Galloping Goose/E&N trails. There are 

convenient bus stops nearby which I have used. If I was unable to drive I would consider a car 
share or Evo arrangement 

- age ..transit/taxi would probably be best for age-related problems 
- Busy roads without adequate bike lanes or sidewalks. 
- Better bus service needs to come along island hwy to knowlewood. Use current Adams storage 

land for bus exchange  
- lack of rest stops along the E&N with WATER, lights at more at-grade intersections would help 

make biking safer in winter 
- It is difficult to walk to services such as coffee shops, grocery and drug stores. All of the above 

are a minimum walking distance of 30 minutes from my house. I would walk to more to visit 
more of these services (as opposed to walking) if shops of this nature were within a 10 minute 
walk from where I live  

- Work schedule and locations without any transit access also having to bring all my equipment.  
- Public transport in View Royal is limited if you live in the Thetis area. 
- Having to transport my toddler to and from daycare before and after my work day. Busing is 

much for difficult with her, and I already face time constraints with her daycare hours and work  
- Poor walkability (lack of sidewalks and crossings) missing or dangerous links in the cycling 

network, buses too infrequent or stuck in the crawl, and too much emphasis on parking. We 
also lack basic standards for malign the public realm accessible to those with different abilities.  

- Cargo (residential yard maintenance requires a truck in this beautiful natural neigbourhood. 
od.  

- Safety 
- When I worked downtown, the prohibitive cost of parking turned me into a regular user of 

public transit. However, two years of pandemic has taken its toll, and at the moment I have 
limited desire to share car and bus space with strangers (I feel a little guilty about this). I've also 
been seduced by the freedom of heading out when and where I want in my own vehicle, with 
my own crap on the seat beside me. Walking is a different matter, though. I want to walk, and 
the accessibility of the Galloping Goose Trail and Eagle Creek Plaza has made it more likely that 
I will head out on foot for a few groceries, as opposed to driving. 

- Mobility issues 
- Safety 
- need more EV Charging Stations 
- None 
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- roads are too narrow, especially if cars are parked (notwithstanding the bylaw) and no 
sidewalks. 

- Dropping/Picking up Children in childcare 
- no comment 
- none 
- Old habits die hard, " me and my car" attitude to single occupancy.  
- None 
- Maybe consider a scooter lane - where folks can commute using electronic 

scooters/motorcycle in a safe way, at higher speeds than existing dedicated bike lanes permit. 
Maybe a dedicated scooter lane on old island highway alongside the existing road?? 

- Habit and ease of use of car/truck 
- I don’t own a bicycle and I wouldn’t feel safe cycling along streets. The pandemic make vehicle 

sharing and transit unappealing.  
- Young children in the family 
- Safety. Lack of sidewalks, protected bike lanes  
- Minimal bus routes, unprotected bike lanes, too much traffic 
- Living in View Royal, my nearest bus stop is over 1km away for both the 50 and the 14. 

Everyday, I drive to the Helmcken park and ride and go from there. While it is not the worst 
thing in the world, I would love to be able to have a bus stop close by. I also would love to have 
Evo out here- it would be so helpful for quick trips downtown! 

- Snow removal from town sidewalks 
- Living far away from work.  
- Deadly intersections for cyclists like the one at Watkiss and Burnside that is largely ignored by 

town council/mayor 
- Bus stop is too far away - close to 2 km to nearest stop 
- no charging stations for electric cars or hybrids 
- None 
- weather 
- Public transit schedules just don't work, not enough frequency  
- Admirals Rd is unsafe for bicycling 
- The low density neighborhoods have very little access to bus stops because they are too far 

and add 20 to 30 minutes to commutes, which is too long to be attractive. Local more frequent 
buses are needed. 

- the center islands view royal installed 
- Ease of use 
- Distance to walk to transit 
- Dead end bike lanes - ex Island Highway has no bike lane between 6 mile pub and E&N 
- Do not need it. I drive electric vehicle. Do not want bike lanes. 
- Lack of EV parking: require it via bylaw  
- Heavy traffic in peak hours. Need more road bumps to reduce the traffic speed. 
- Speeding cars in residential neighbourhoods 
- Don't drive at night so small buses with more routes would make getting around easier. 

Needing to transfer is a problem at night for safety when buses don't run on set schedule   
- None, I bike and I walk 
- Transit routes and available parking 
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- Transporting 2 children to 2 different daycare locations and then getting to work - it would 
take hours to do this in any other way than driving 

- More bike lanes? 
- lack of sidewalks 
- Buses that do not adhere to schedules, especially those coming from the downtown core.  
- Fossil fuel buses, infrequent transit, insufficient dedicated bus lanes in region, lack of 

sidewalks, taking chances in traffic, lack of bike lanes on BUSY congested streets and lanes; lack 
of safety for children cycling,  dangers and worries of pedestrians on narrow Bike Regional 
Corridors like GGT and E&N with no separation from bikes (injury and liability); lack of safety 
lighting on regional trails, lack of inter-municipality coordination and cooperation on sidewalks, 
waiting years for it to happen.   

- Schedules 
- Great if you live and work in the neighbourhood sucks if you ah e to commute  don’t forget its 

the cars that pay for the infrastructure bike pay nothing  for example down town Victorian is 
stupid and has no traffic flow  badly planned and favours pedestrians and bikes neither of 
which pay for infrastructure or anything else 

- Number of transfers on a bus 
- age, odd working hours, and as I see almost all cars drive to work at 6:30 a.m. in the morning 

with one driver, and no passengers...this is a tough sell. I think car insurance is the way to go, if 
you are a designated ride-share car, your insurance rates should be substantially lower. People 
might go for that, but if you don't ride a bike, or take the bus...hard to change peoples 
transportation habits. 

- Safe routes protected from cars 
- Often have to make multiple stops and travel with pets 
- no uber/other car shares 
- Bus service is unreliable at peak hours. The bus lanes have helped but routes are still too busy 

in the morning. 
- I cycle and walk so there are no barriers.  it would make it easier for others if the cycle lanes on 

major corridors had a separation between the cyclists and the vehicles... e.g., curb 
- Daycare drop off  
- traffic volumes with origin/destination from outside View Royal! 
- older not able to ride a bike.  Need a car as I cannot carry groceries from Thrifty's or Quality 

Foods by foot or bus. To go downtown, bus works, but need car if I am going to Juan du fuca or 
London Drugs etc. 

- Bus routes aren't as direct as I'd like, and bike lanes along main roads (Helmcken, Island 
Highway) are too close to traffic.  

- Lack of movement on rail using tracks already in place; also ferry from Royal Bay to Esquimalt 
 
Do you have any other comments to share? Is there anything else you would like to know about future 
land use planning and development in View Royal? 

- better transport is essential before population density can be increased 
- Traffic volume and congestion is my biggest concern.  This reality must be addressed as a 

primary factor in any future growth plan.  It's already getting harder to get around.  The View 
Royal OCP needs to acknowledge and reflect a collaborative and coordinated approach with 
what's happening in Colwood, Langford etc.  Whatever development they're planning will 
impact pir community, e.g. new residential development in Royal Bay.  

- dog park? 
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- Interesting that one of the main attractors in View Royal is the view of the Ocean yet 
interestingly that area is not considered in these plans.  Is that due to councillors living in the 
Ocean District who want development elsewhere? 

- We have extra traffic all year round with people accessing Thetis and Prior Lake.  Large family 
groups in summer and dog walking year round.  No infrastructure in place to accommodate 
hospital, extra housing, schools, mall, etc.  Colwood Crawl still exists.  Appears as if extra taxes 
is more important than the safety and welfare of those who chose to live here in the first place. 

- Does council hold a public hearing before this is finalized? How will we know what it contains 
before it is finalized.  

- Six Mile Rd walkability wider sidewalks and better lighting 
- No. Just want to ensure there is sufficient green space, landscaping, walking trails, wide 

enough roads, parking, etc. Don't want it to turn into something like Peatt road where cars, 
people, etc. can barely pass each other safely. Overly crowded with no concern for bikes, 
people, cars, parking or traffic. 

- Hopefully all of the new developments don't have that gaudy pseudo-industrial look that every 
place in Langford has. 

- Improve the E&N ensuring bikes are not on any area of the road by cars.  Bikes are hard to see 
when its raining or bad weather making the risk much higher.  The E&N trail is a safer area to 
ride away from cars.   

- How feasible is it to use the land at the Thrift Store and the adjacent areas (i.e. old motels) for 
new housing and amenities. 

- Look at the Village Grove property - 4 1/2 acres with fewer than 60 residents in 50 year old 
buildings - just saying 

- There is a lack of options and considerations for families. Please consider how to make safer 
routes to school and more recreation/playgrounds/parks etc. My kids would love more 
basketball courts or playgrounds in our area! 

- Create some enclosed dedicated dog parks to exercise dogs safely  
- We are tired of seeing lots reduced to "moonscapes" as the first stage of development.  

Existing trees need to be preserved where possible, and where trees must be replanted we 
need to ensure developers do better than the current half-hearted efforts. 

- There needs to be light rapid transit, like a sky train. Noone wants to take the bus. its not 
reliable and its not faster. view royal should work with other municipalities in order to expedite 
the process and get proper transit for a growing population 

- Laneway and carriage housing would help 
- A biased race to density increases traffic, reduces enjoyment of semi-rural community. 
- Vision to deal with traffic jams on Old Island Highway and Six Mile Road at rush hours given 

increased volumes from Royal Bay, Bear Mountain and Olympic View developments. 
- Transit is not a viable option for many seniors needing medical services. 
- I want more coops and I want to know more about reconciliation 
- Most traffic in View Royal is generated from outside the town.  We are between  two growing 

communities and major places of employment. .  Langford and Colwood are predominantly  car 
use communities.  Both are growing quickly.  What view Royal does will have very little impact 
on highway traffic through our town.  The best we can do is to try to avoid development along 
the most congested corridors and provide easy access from any development to the main 
highway or public transit system. 
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- One barrier to ditching the car is the lack of bike trails and direct transit routes going to the 
university area.  An hour on the bus versus 15 minutes in the car.  I know this is a transit issue 
but it is also about choosing to drive from View Royal or not.   

- Island Hwy should be further traffic calmed and the speed limit reduced to push traffic to the 
now completed McKenzie interchange.  

- Affordable childcare center please. Would stop me from driving all over town everyday 
- Will the Jedburgh Rd sidewalk ever be completed? 
- The bus does not stop on my street on the weekend so it is not a viable means of transport on 

Saturday and Sunday. 
- I couldn't fill out last part but it's 100% safety that keeps me from commuting by bike.  With 2 

small kids it'll take AAA bike lanes to get me out, but with E&N extension and Gorge getting 
AAA in 2022 really all I need now is a connector on Admirals 

- Lighting along island Hwy is essential for pedestrians accessing bus stops particularly around 
the Salvation Army - its not a safe travel passageway particularly for vulnerable citizens and 
women 

- There are unsafe crossings, such as Watkiss and Helmcken, that create barriers to walking to 
the current neighborhood node at Eagle Creek.  

- What kinds of businesses are potentially coming to View Royal 
- overall Road network/traffic management and impact assessment 
- Regarding transportation. I would walk more but there are limited/no services that are 

walkable in my neighborhood  
- Ultimately transportation isn’t a view Royal issue to resolve it is a westshore issue. As 

westshore continues to evolve island highway will just become more busy  
- Better separation of walking and cycling paths. Accessible washrooms on walk routes. 
- Bike lanes ON roads are pretty scary with the way people drive around here. Divided or 

separate bike paths really encourage more people to cycle. Having good bus routes allows 
people to have more housing choice. 

- Need much better bike paths. I live in the Hospital area, and there is no safe way to ride from 
my home to Eagle Creek Village! Also no safe way for kids to ride to Eqgle Creek school. 

- Better lighting at crosswalks and bus stops 
- I rely on my car due to disability, so I don't want to be "greened" out of enjoy my own 

community.  
- I am concerned about the homeless population living under the overpass. I understand that 

these are people who do not want housing but are resorting to theft and crime to pay for drug 
habits. It would be good to have something done about this 

- road maintenances, closing ditches, adding sidewalks 
- I would like to have information on how,  when and where new high density building will take 

place.  A good example of poor planning in my opinion is the development at thetis lake.  That 
land should have been bought and added to the park.  Adding apartments and other higher 
density buildings at that location further stresses that park.  There is our transit and no services 
for the people targeted to reside there.  I don't want to see things like that done over and over 
again.  

- Thank you for having this opportunity for residents to see the direction of planning for our 
community. I like the designation of village of View Royal which brings to mind caring people 
who help their neighbours and protect the environment. We can go to the city of Victoria or 
Langford for all the shopping we want. 

- Already mentioned  
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- Land use planning does not currently support the development of garden apartments and 
other non traditional housing arrangements. I live in a house with a large lot in the Habour 
District. Currently there are no mechanisms in place that would allow me to add a small but 
separate building suitable for adult children or aging parents.   

- Cant add either of my 2 email addresses in next slide. Brettski110@gmail.com  
- Focus on traffic first 
- I was really disappointed in the ideas for the Old Island Highway/Casino area. It feels very 

unimaginative. The waterway could be a centrepiece as a linear green corridor with quality 
development around. Yet we show residences clustered along the busy street and low 
buildings and parking near the waterway. Please lets rethink this to make it something greater. 

- Yes.  I will stay tuned.  I want to expand and renew my house but not if my area goes to 
townhouses in another 20 years.  

- no 
- Allow reduce road size for Garden Suites.  
- again, roads in harbour area are too narrow. Let's widen the roads and install curbs and 

sidewalks. 
- Plans for green space, parks and recreation  
- View Royal has become a parasitic adjunct to its neighbors.  I would like to see it amalgamated 

with Saanich and Esquimalt 
- The town really needs to clarify its objectives with this OCP.  Densification in View Royal will 

not likely lower housing prices in GVRD and it comes at a cost of increased demand for services 
and increased traffic on our roadways.   The town is part of a world class bike path in the E and 
N rail trail which provides separation of vehicles and bikes.  AN OCP that promotes increase 
bike traffic along Old Island Highway makes little sense given the grades between Helmcken 
and Admirals Rd.  View Royal already has considerable "non-market" housing what is the 
objective in planning for more?     

- An out of the box suggestion: The car parking area around the hospital is fairly expansive.  
Could one create more buildable space by covering this space and building mixed use on top of 
this space covering ?   

- Mother in law suites / garage conversions for family/relatives permitted on smaller square 
footage lots. Cost and access to elder care is increasing. Mother in law suites would allow 
households to be more multi-generational. Perhaps even allowing for in-house care (e.g., night 
nurse). 

- Increased variety of housing options is of critical importance since we need our adult children 
to be able to live close. This focus makes for healthier and resilient neighbourhoods when we 
have diversity (single-family dwelling, apartments, townhouses, garden suites). Diversity of age 
of residents, stage of life, and interests leads to better communities. 

- Indoor recreation. On the eagle creek side of the highway! No pool facility, just a small 
FABULOUS gym but they can barely afford the overhead :( 

- I want to know how we can improve food security. Living on Knollwood Road, I wish I could 
walk to a market or a grocery store. Nearest one is on Admirals (which is great) but I wish 
something was located near those few storefronts by the Fire Hall. I think one is a Kilt Store?  

- Please please please protect our dwindling natural areas. It is atrocious how many green 
spaces are being destroyed: surrounding Thetis, Erskine, Handy Dart Depot... clear cutting 
ancient trees and blasting until there is nothing left.   
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- Open up restrictions on various types of housing in existing single family neighborhoods. Build 
sidewalks, narrower streets that are quieter and more pedestrian friendly, increase access to 
evo model car sharing outside of the city (Victoria) core  

- Several of the questions closer to the start of this survey would have benefited from including 
definitions or background information (not clear what the question was asking). 

- I would like to see some parkland and amenities in the Thetis area - similar to Centennial Park 
on the other side of VR 

- remove the round a bout at helmeken and st giles 
- How going to make self sufficient. Do not want to be pay for every year. Like affordable 

housing. No return they just keep cost and costing more as the years go on.   
- Missing middle housing is needed 
- I would like to see survey of residents that is fair and not biased towards densification. 
- It would be nice to stay in View royal if appealing housing is built for seniors 
- Land use planning is critical to thoughtful development. Knowing that council, however, can 

overturn restrictions brings the question of How are residents to have faith in the OCP?  A 
more full community response would likely occur at a later time.  Carrying out this survey in 
times of Covid exhaustion, when many people are experiencing job insecurity, mental stress, 
and family complications, and before an election is poor, disrespectful timing.   

- Why now? Pandemic restricts participation and council elections are this October 
- Do not impose more density in developed areas 
- See previous  
- I would like this OCP planning to be put on hold for a few months until Covid is more under 

control and more people might be able to participate. 
- Ensuring there is adequate number of parking spaces. 
- i would like to see the possibility of re-zoning to include the possibility of sub-dividing 

properties, thus allowing for more housing to be built on existing land.  
- What is the fiscal impact on protective services, bylaw enforcement, cost of providing 

enhanced services (more people, more demands),  Impact on natural environment and 
sensitive ecoysystems,  how much to buy land for more park amenity space for growth,  
climate action planning, mitigation and adaption, (expansion of flood plain areas),  impact on 
neighbourhood ambiance, social environment, and community facilities,  Housing has a net 
loss of revenue to expenses; need major commercial / light industrial too.  What is the cost to 
business, employment etc when everyone is stuck in traffic?   Will the region require Island 
Highway to be 4 lanes?  

- Protect trees and green space 
- Amalgamate you get more done instead of repeating the same services and administrative jobs 
- We need more sidewalks on Watkiss Way, all along, on both sides. It is so difficult to cross that 

road now.  When developing, please provide underground parking for these building. Terrible 
out at Royal Bay looking at the homes that have been built there...all  the time the congestion 
on the streets is ridiculous, as everyone likes to park their car on the road or driveway and use 
the garage as extra living space. So many vehicles. What other areas are being developed 
around the Eagle Creek area?? 

- More sidewalk and bike improvement needed in existing neighbourhood streets 
- Dealing with ongoing congestion from all gateways to View Royal. Adding a traffic circle on Six 

Mile Road, and a zipper merge during congestion sign on Island Hwy at Admirals. 
- well done public engagement so far. Thanks! 
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- The look at land use around the corridors was biased in favour of higher density that would 
negatively impact the adjacent single family residential neighbourhoods.  I do not want View 
Royal to look like Langford.  Infill in existing single family area will destroy the character of the 
community as developers would max out the size of buildings, destroying the trees etc (the lot 
on beaumont and View Royal is a good example of how to destroy the character of an area.  
Similarly, adding cottage houses or moving from single family to duplex would have a similar 
impact.  I donot support.  we can't build our way out of a housing crisis and view royal has 
added / rezoned for a thousand new housing units over the past few years.  We should slow 
down the addition of more units until we see the impact on the community and then decide 
what additional development would benefit the community. 

- Large lots need to be redefined.  Between 4 large lots where I live, (over 10000 square foot 
lots) there are only 9 people that live within these 4 lots - that is crazy!  For us to do any major 
renovations to add a 2 bedroom suite - the square footage is too small to make it financially 
doable.  So increased square footage for additional suites is necessary along with allowing 
decent sized carriage homes or turning existing homes into duplexes is essential to increasing 
housing supply. 

- The town seems very focused on increased development with little thought to the existing 
homeowners.  Its unfortunate that in this so-called OCP  the only focus even addressed in this 
survey is development.  To increase the tax base I suppose?  What about other factors that 
really make our community liveable, such as more playgrounds, access to nature?  Its 
disheartening to see that nothing other than building condos even got mentioned.   

- Be very careful to not over populate this community. Growth cannot be the driving force to 
change in View Royal! 

- View Royal needs a gas station.  The perfect place is the old Helmken Market 
 


